
EDUARDO NOTECARDS ON MENTALITY

 MENTALITY NOTECARD: ATTITUDE

PAST    : Lucid Acceptance – Clarified – Grateful

| Look Hear Awe
PRESENT  : Admire: | See Listen

| Discover Serve Joy

FUTURE    : Hope – Affirmed – Confident

Things and Events

| Continuous | Originality
People  :   PERSON :    Spring    – | Constant OF | Novelty
          [Source] | Enduring | Spontaneity
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 MENTALITY NOTECARD:  FRIENDSHIP

I have all the time in the 
world to listen to you. 
YOU are important to ME,
and what you have to say
INTERESTS ME.

 MENTALITY NOTECARD: CHRIST

Being a Christian is not accepting the teachings of Jesus, it is not simply accepting His moral 
standards, His lifestyle, it is not simply celebrating the worship that He instituted; To be a 
Christian is to believe that He lives and is in the midst of those who, as brothers and sisters, 
gather in His name.
---- “100 Years Eduardo Bonnín Aguiló: Biography – Mentality”, p.145 
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 MENTALITY NOTECARD: CURSILLO

The CURSILLOS, in as much as they have of the GOSPEL
Stimulate FAITH
Awaken CREATIVITY
Present LIFE

 MENTALITY NOTECARD:  FAITH

SIMPLE but not EASY
CONCRETE but not IMMEDIATE
POSSIBLE  but not WITHOUT EFFORT

Advances knowing how to BELIEVE
           not believing we KNOW

There are those who want to learn by Studying 
   what can only be understood by LOVING.
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MENTALITY NOTECARD: HUMANISM
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MENTALITY NOTECARD: HUMANISM

“As much as a man is worth, 
he will never have a value higher 
than the value of being a Man”

The highest value of the Human 
magnetizes people more than 
the high value of:

Science 
Technique 
Art  
Skill.

   | The Structures | Create ROLES (Characters)
PERSON and ROLE (Character)    |

   | The Friendship | Discovers PERSONS

The PERSON inspires deep admiration

The ROLE [character] causes envy among peers and admiration among fools

Person and Role (character)
Structures create roles [characters]
Friendship discovers persons

Man is greater for the attitude 
he knows how to adopt towards what he cannot, 
than because of what he can. 

The PERSON inspires deep admiration.
The ROLE [character] causes envy among peers, and 

admiration among fools

The ROLE [character] swallows up the PERSON.
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 MENTALITY NOTECARD: METHOD

Savor the "WE"

Eliminate any "YOU" 

Learn the good from "THEM"

Admiration, Amazement, Understanding 

shorten distances and create closeness 

to God and to men.
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 MENTALITY NOTECARD: PERSON

No one can be a PERSON 
without their own consent. 
To be a PERSON is to affirm ONESELF
according to the best of ONESELF, 
to ONESELF, 
without losing sight of the opinion 
of those who really LOVE them (CHRIST and their FRIENDS).

LOVING what you WANT
WANTING what you LOVE.

 MENTALITY NOTECARD: MEANING/SENSE

What wears out from being 
repeated so much, is sometimes 
new and surprising when 
it is carried out. 
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